SUBJECTS
- literature
- statistics
- philosophy

MATH & SCIENCE
- data
- ratio
- formula
- diagram
- axis

WRITING
- Causality: affect, impact, effect
- * stimulus
- Attitude: ought, literally, probably
- Connections: hence, thus, consequently, despite, nevertheless

HISTORY & GOVERNMENT
- treaty
- policy
- amendment
- * regulations

ACADEMIC INQUIRY
- Acts: observed, investigation, analysis, emphasis
- Ideas: concept, principles, theory, details, evidence
- Ways of learning: method, process, procedures, techniques
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Academic words (Gr6 and higher)
Word-family map

stimulus

stimulus's stimuli

overstimulated understimulated unstimulating

stimulant stimulation stimulatory stimulate stimulates stimulated stimulating

economic stimulus stimulus package intellectual stimulation sensory stimulation
Academic words (Gr6 and higher)
Word-family map

direct observation
observational study
observable universe

observe
observes
observed
observing

observer
observation
observance
observatory
observatories
observable
observant
observational

unobserved
unobservant
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Academic words (Gr6 and higher)

Word-family map

- political analyst
  - statistical analysis
  - cost-benefit analysis
  - data analytics
  - analytical psychology

analyze
- analyzed
- analyzing

overanalysis
- overanalyze
- overanalyzes
- overanalyzed
- overanalyzing

analysis
- analyses
- analyst
- analytics
- analytic
- analytical
- analytically
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Academic words (Gr6 and higher)
Word-family map

- regulates
- regulated
- regulating
- deregulation
deregulate
deregulated
deregulating

- federal regulations
regulatory agencies

- regulator
regulation
regulatory
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**Academic words (Gr6 and higher)**
**Multiple-meaning-word map**

- Every compound has a name and a **formula**. A **formula** shows how many atoms of each element are in the compound. *(Compounds)*

- A **symbol that represents a chemical compound** (n)

- **Sun Veil Sunscreen** provides long lasting waterproof protection... Sun Veil's nonirritating and mild **formula** is ideal for youngsters. *(Sun Veil sunscreen)*

- **A substance made from a prescription or recipe and used as medicine, baby food, etc.** (n)

- **Du Chatelet** realizes that the formula for energy is actually E=mv². *(The story of science)*

- But alchemists often saw no difference between their work with chemicals and what we might call magic... Even the simplest **formula** read like a magic spell. *(From alchemy to chemistry)*

- **Doctor De Soto** stepped into the fox's mouth with a bucket of secret **formula** and proceeded to paint each tooth. *(Doctor De Soto)*
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Academic words (Gr6 and higher)
Multiple-meaning-word map

The grain was ground by hand on a millstone. This **process** cracked and crushed the grain into coarse flour. *(Bread baking now and then)*

**Pollination is a simple **process**.** *(Bees around the world)*

**To process** these coded cards, Hollerith devised a tabulating machine capable of **processing** approximately 65 cards per minute. *(Be a better reader)*

**Process**

**To deal with something according to a procedure** *(v)*

**process**

This label will tell you how much of the sugar in your snack was added after **processing**. *(Food labels)*

**The Unicode Consortium, which is made up of the major software developing stakeholders such as Apple, Facebook, Google and IBM, continues to **process** applications for new emojis.** *(Emojis)*

**Krill live in huge swarms in all the world's oceans. They can be **processed** into a very nutritious food for farm animals.** *(Be a better reader)*